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SUMMARY

Using pallet jacks to transport products from the stockroom to the sales floor so sales associates 
could put them onto shelves, Unloading shipment from semi-trucks to be processed and stocked 
in the back room.

SKILLS

Word, PowerPoint, Access, Excel, Adobe Photoshop, Corel Draw, QuarkXPress, and the Internet.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Stock Controller
ABC Corporation  February 2011 – September 2012 
 Maintained a peaceful work environment where all members of my team can be effective and 

at their best.
 Make sure the store is in perfect order and ready for open business the next day.
 Trained and assisted new team members to be able to do the job within a 7-14 day period.
 Ensured that all team members did not accumulate over time unless it was allowed and 

previously discussed.
 Make sure every member of the team was able to stock and block at least 65 cases per hour 

-Organizing and Delegating the proper task to the right team member to make the team more
successful as a whole.

 Examined and inspected stock items for wear or defects, reporting any damage to 
supervisors.

 Expected in the utilization of listings to keep accountability of items and resolve various 
issues.

Stock Controller
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2011 
 Managed 41 bases to correct 1.5k erroneous requisitions and mitigated 160 potential critical 

assets for the F-16 fleet.
 Updated 389 invalid status requests solidifying system integrity and meeting stock levels for 

41 bases globally Performed global sourcing; processed.
 I am responsible for receiving all equipment into the yard, maintaining 60 acres of property, 

and ensuring all equipment is fully functional and ready.
 Increased efficiency of the auction since my employment began.
 Demonstrate my mechanical knowledge, leadership skills, and problem-solving skills.
 Responsible for restocking shelves Supervised night crew; delegated responsibilities Provided 

customer service daily.
 Managed the ordering and receipt of products, including submitting purchase requisitions 

Maintained computerized record of all supplies and tracked.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma
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